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Abstract: This paper is based on e-mail interview with Mr. Patrizio di Marco, CEO
of Gucci Division, Kering Group. Topics are focused on brand management on Gucci,
such as Gucci’s tradition, heritage, craftsmanship, innovation, CSR, and so on.
Forewords
This paper is based on e-mail interview with Mr. Patrizio di Marco, CEO of Gucci
Division, Kering Group.
The research topic of authors is the brand management of the luxury brands,
however, it is not easy to research sorts of the luxury brands. If we try to interview Chief
Executive Officer of Japanese branch, it is not generally accepted. It is refused immediately,
or they reply to us that they will verify to the person in charge in headquarters if it is
possible or not. However, it is normally rejected after expecting their good answer.
Therefore, if we finally decide to interview headquarters’ CEO through the Japanese
branch representative, it will be always refused because CEO is so occupied.
In fact, we had offered to interview Mr. Patrizio di Marco, CEO of Gucci before we
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published the book ‘Gucci strategy’. However it was refused and they told us that it might
be possible with e-mail interview.
We thought it was hard for him to answer our questions, but we tried to interview
him with e-mail of as much as 21 questions. We received the detailed answer with 26 pages
（A4). To sum it all up, these documents are very valuable. We put all documents below.
We asked our questions on December 14, 2012 and we received the answers on May 16,
2013.
0. As a Youth in Japan
──We are very glad to hear that you studied at our Waseda University. What were
the impressions or memories of Japan and Waseda University? In addition, could you give
some messages to Japanese people and students of Waseda University?
The time that I spent in Japan is one that I cherish immensely as it was a key period
of my life where I was exposed to many new experiences, had the chance to meet
extraordinary people, and underwent tremendous personal growth. As a child, I always
dreamt of seeing the world, not just as a mere visitor, but rather, as a true inhabitant.
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Living and absorbing a new culture is one of those rare experiences in life that truly
broadens ones horizons and forever changes the way in which one perceives the world. I
wanted to live in another country, eat what they eat locally, learn the local language, and
truly absorb the culture. I first arrived in Japan on a one-year exchange program at the age
of 18 and the Japan I encountered at that time was much different to what it is like today.
I met many interesting people during my exchange who forced me to revisit my way of
thinking and to open my mind to new ideas. I returned to Italy a changed person-older,
wiser, and more aware-with a new appreciation for the world.
At the age of 26, I again had the opportunity to return to Japan, this time as a
representative for the shareholders of the CP Company, which was a part of the GFT, at
that time the most important textile company in Europe. I opted for this opportunity in
lieu of an offer from P & G based in Rome-an offer which provided me with stability and a
clear vision of my future. However, the CP company position was the opportunity to go
into an area of expertise of which I knew nothing in a Japanese company as the lone non-
Japanese. While the choice was certainly a difficult one, I jumped at the chance to be
immersed in a new experience and to take on a new challenge no matter how daunting.
I once again returned to Japan a few years later for three intense years as Prada’s
commercial director for Japan and the Far East-a role in which, due to the unstructured
nature of the company at that time, I was able to juggle multiple hats ranging from
merchandising, finance, and marketing and continue to challenge myself. Japan, for me,
was the training ground where I truly built my expertise, honed my various skill sets, and
challenged myself in new ways. It was a very instrumental time in my personal
development, and as such, I will always hold my time in Japan very close to my heart as it is
where I found myself to truly grow into the man I was to become.
In terms of advice, I would highly encourage Japanese young people to do the same-
explore the world while you are still young, take in a new culture, and throw yourself into
new challenges. That is what life is ultimately about-getting out of your comfort zone and
challenging yourself. You must constantly challenge yourself in order to avoid
complacency. Do not be afraid to take risks. I, for example, did not plan on this career;
however when opportunities presented themselves, I was willing to take risks and throw
myself into new experiences. I approached every task with passion and humility, and
remained curious at every turn. Passion is at the heart of it all-passion for what you do is
what keeps you curious, humble, and willing to take risks and expose yourself to new
challenges. So above all, find your passion. Be honest with yourself about that. Be
authentic.
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1. Changes in the Middle of 2000’s
── Recently Gucci continued to achieve bigger sales than those of the previous year
under the unstable global market. But in only 2005, Gucci decreased the sales. Was it due
to replacement of the Chief Executive Officer and the Creative Director? After this 2005,
Gucci increased more sales in each year. Is there any change after this year?
The whole strategy and all the actions implemented over the past few years have been
based on our conviction that the Gucci brand needed to be fine-tuned. We believed from
the very beginning that the brand should be a balanced combination of its dual soul
（Fashion and Heritage）and should be repositioned in order to:
─ Recapture a sense of exclusivity and luxury
─ Regain the mid-high end market
─ Avoid dilution of its identity by giving too much emphasis to the mass consumer
and yet maintain its mega brand status
The need for repositioning of Gucci is fundamentally based on the ever changing
positioning the brand had over the past 5 decades and the subsequent lack of clarity and
understanding in the mind of consumers on what Gucci is about, on what the brand
stands for.
However, as we expected on a number of occasions, the repositioning of a brand
（any brand）is a quite complex and challenging process. It’s especially challenging when
the brand is already financially successful（as Gucci was when the repositioning process
started）and the brand has not been off the radar for years（like Bottega Veneta for
example）but rather very visible and popular. When you are very visible and popular, it is
much more difficult to “revive your story”（or amend the parts of it you do not like).
The repositioning of any brand-especially a brand like Gucci-is a very complex
process that requires years of consistent intervention on all possible front-end and back-
end levers. On the front-end, levers include product（in the first place）and then（at the
same time）stores, communication（to the outside world, to the consumers as well as
inside your organization), and people（in terms of your staff as well as consumers). Once
these front-end levers have been addressed, one must also fine tune all of the back-end
processes such as supply chain, the whole organization, and IT, to support the overall
strategy.
Given the goal we set ourselves, we believe that the results achieved over these 3 past
years are remarkable in terms of product, store, people, and communication. Remarkable
because of the complexity you need to cope with when you deal with a brand like Gucci
and remarkable because these results were achieved with a concurrent growth of sales and
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profitability. Gucci has experienced exceptional financial performance in the last seven
years with more than double revenue growth. In the last four years alone, sales growth has
been over 60% at current constant exchange rates. As we continue down this path of
repositioning, we expect Gucci to realize even greater results as it reinstalls itself as the
quintessential Italian luxury brand that it once was.
2. After 2008’s Global Financial Crisis
── After 2008’ s Global Financial Crisis, economic condition and market
circumstances changed remarkably. So many luxury brand companies were damaged by
this sudden change. What did the change mean for Gucci?
There is no doubt that-following the crisis-consumers have been looking for
reassurance and put more emphasis on the values that a brand stands for and the heritage
that stands behind the brand. Given this change in the consumers’ behaviour-plenty of
companies have “re-discovered” their history and their past as a way to give legitimacy to
their-existing or not-heritage.
There is also no doubt that now we all have a quite different approach towards the
whole concept of heritage and certainly this represents a change in our industry. In fact,
there was a time-not long ago-when in order to be considered “new” and “fashionable”, it
was necessary to renegade your own history as something old and dusty. So heritage has
become somewhat of a fashionable word, perhaps a trend, perhaps a marketing gimmick to
sell more.
I firmly believe that Gucci is an exception to this trend. Our emphasis on heritage
（on who we are and come from-something that you need to know and feel to decide where
you want to go）did not start yesterday（almost 90 years ago）with the dream of Guccio
Gucci. The dream of a young boy who-as a porter at the Savoy-dreamt of going back to his
native Florence to open his workshop（atelier）and create products that could be
respectful of tradition and craftsmanship（the past）─ could meet the needs of his time
（the “now” ─ the present）─ and yet be totally new and innovative（the future).
Our interlocking GGs-that stand for the initials of our founder-have almost become a
signifier of the duality and versatility of our brand-a brand that is based on a continuous
marriage between tradition and modernity, artisanal craftsmanship and innovation, a
brand based on its forever “heritage” but also its “now” fashion edge. Gucci’s heritage is not
a relic but something alive and built every day. Something that-every day-you can see,
touch and smell in the manual work of our artisans.
Our heritage is not based on the wealth of our archive but rather on the passion, the
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heart, the know-how handed down over generations of individuals who have grown with
the company. In one word, our heritage is based on the sum of the human experiences
accumulated over our 90 years of life and the many lives we have lived. The consumer can
feel the legitimacy of our heritage and as such, the shifts in consumer behaviour caused by
the recession have allowed Gucci to emerge as a truly artisanal brand with a long and deep
history behind it.
While we have certainly made great strides to address the evolved post-recession
Gucci consumer as we currently understand him or her to be, I think it is important to
note that the post-recession world is one that is highly dynamic and unpredictable. In
order to ensure long-term success in a highly-volatile world, we must be able to react
quickly to changing market dynamics and the resultant consumer. In this vein, I have
sought to instill a culture of risk-taking and entrepreneurship at Gucci, and put into place
structures that allow Gucci to act quickly and address the changing luxury goods landscape
in real-time. Despite being a 4-billion dollar luxury goods company with approximately
10,000 employees worldwide, I try to run the company like a lean start-up where I
encourage a great deal of idea generation and quick execution from idea to reality. I see
immense value in determining the staying power of ideas sooner rather than later. Having
a lean start-up approach allows us to look to the future, respond to market needs quickly,
and test new and inventive ideas often. We must take inspiration from our past but
continue to define Gucci’s position within an ever-changing landscape.
3. Japanese Market
── On the one hand, Chinese and the other Asian emerging market get bigger and
bigger in some decades. On the other hand, the Japanese market gets more matured and
smaller. Is the Japanese market attractive for Gucci?
Japan represents one of the largest and most important luxury markets in the world,
with a highly-sophisticated consumer base which is very technology-driven and focused on
quality, craftsmanship and service, with a continued appreciation for exclusive and limited
edition products. Given the Japanese consumers’ appreciation for quality and heritage,
there is probably no better market in which Gucci’s core brand values cater so perfectly to
local consumer needs.
A series of marketing and communications initiatives targeted to this market have
been implemented to showcase Gucci’s focus on quality and heritage, such as the Shinjuku
Artisan Corner and archive exhibition at the Golden Temple in Kyoto, in partnership
with Kyoto University of Art and Design, where we seek to give Japanese consumers a
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sense for our long history of artisanship. We believe that initiatives such as these will
continue to strengthen Japanese consumers’ appreciation for Gucci’ s core values of
craftsmanship and Italian quality, and as such, continue to be a highly attractive market for
us in which we plan to continue to invest in a very focused way.
4. Gucci’s tradition, heritage and craftsmanship
── I saw many craftsmanship artisan events in Gucci’s shop after your installation
as Gucci’ s president. I feel you pay attention to Gucci’ s tradition, heritage and
craftsmanship. Why do you make much of these things?
Despite enjoying great commercial success in the 90s and early 2000s, the Gucci
brand that I inherited was in a precarious position, having lost much of its perceived
exclusivity and cachet and addressing a much broader, “mass” market. My challenge as
CEO when I arrived was to restore Gucci to the Gucci of years past-the quintessential
made-in-Italy, premium luxury brand-leveraging our rich heritage and Florentine roots.
Institutional communication campaigns and in-store initiatives that highlight Gucci’s
heritage and focus on craftsmanship are key elements of our brand elevation strategy to
convey to the customer what Gucci truly stands for. For example, the Forever Now
campaign that was launched in 2010 shows our artisans in the early ’50s working out of
our actual historical headquarters in Florence. These real artisans leaning on their
workbenches creating beautiful products with their hands using skills passed down
through generations are the same artisans who create the products that you see today in
our seasonal advertising campaigns. Strengthening that link in the minds of consumers is a
critical aspect of building consumer appreciation for our heritage and quality. We have also
had events where we feature products from the archives to sit alongside versions of those
products from recent seasons to further highlight how we draw inspiration from a very
rich and storied past, while still infusing fashion elements from today to make those
products highly relevant to today’s consumer, thus further emphasizing the idea of Forever
Now.
While we would prefer to invite each and every customer to come visit our
headquarters in Florence to see our artisans at work to truly appreciate the craftsmanship
of each and every one of our products, we realize that this is not always possible. This issue
is what the Artisan Corner seeks to address. Through in-store Artisan Corners around the
world, we seek to bring the experience of the Florence headquarter to each and every store,
so consumers can see for themselves the amount of craft and skill that goes into the
production of our iconic handbags. The artisans travel from store to store and conduct a
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simple demonstration of how an Iconic handbag is produced-a very simple initiative that is
a powerful tool in truly conveying a sense of our savoir faire and building consumer loyalty.
All of these efforts are intended to build consumers’ appreciation for the human
touch behind each one of our products and the level of craftsmanship that goes into the
creation of each product we sell. We believe that to allow consumers to connect with the
product and see where it comes from builds their emotional connection with our brand as
they are able to witness firsthand the heart and soul behind all that we do.
5. Country of Origin
── Some Luxury brand companies don’t make all the products in only the original
country, but they also make some products in foreign countries. Basically your company
makes the products in only your country. Do you make your products in your country in
the future?
At Gucci, all of our products-except Watches which are Swiss made-are made in Italy
because we are first and foremost an Italian brand, we have been in Italy for 91 years, and
our craftsmen and women have been working for Gucci since the inception of our brand
by Guccio Gucci in 1921, passing down their craft generation to generation. Italy is an
inherent part of our DNA and as such, we feel an immense responsibility towards the
people of Italy and to the country itself.
In terms of people, Gucci employs approximately 45,000 people in Italy（7,000 of
them working in the leather goods district around Florence), mainly grouped in small
family businesses. These families have been working with Gucci for generations-they have
Gucci in their blood-and are an inherent part of our DNA. In terms of Italy itself, since its
founding over 90 years ago, this company has been committed to building a strong
relationship with the territory with particular attention paid to the Italian people and
sustainability. While Gucci is a highly successful global brand, it is first and foremost the
successful story of a business born and grown in Florence. Over its 90 years of history,
Gucci’s supply chain has become synonymous with quality, craftsmanship and Made in
Italy throughout the world. We have sought to protect and strengthen our Italian supplier
network, and provide corporate support in order to ensure that they meet our guidelines of
best practices and code of conduct. We invest in our supplier partners because we are
committed to Italy and as such, feel responsible for the people and territory of Italy.
We believe our authentic Made in Italy proposition allows us to differentiate
ourselves from the competition and is part of who we truly are. Consumers can feel our
authenticity and see our commitment to our heritage, and in the end, the discerning post-
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recession consumer appreciates and rewards us for that with their loyalty.
6. Difference between emerging market and sophisticated market
── I think there is difference between the customer’s behavior of emerging market
like China and that of sophisticated market like EU, US and Japan. Does Gucci make
different strategy about products, sales and marketing?
Gucci is a truly global brand that is focused on addressing the needs of customers
who find themselves at very different stages of the consumption lifecycle. At Gucci, we set
the strategy at a global level led by Corporate Headquarters, while regions develop and
implement localized tactics for key functions such as Merchandising, Marketing and
Communications, and Store Planning that correspond more closely to local customer
needs leveraging on market intelligence.
In terms of Merchandising, for instance, at the corporate level we collate market
intelligence（current sales trends, customer preferences, and competitor performance）
gathered from the regions as an input for the definition of the overall global strategy, and
we define regional guidelines for buying, product assortment and visual display in order to
ensure brand image consistency. At the regional level, our colleagues take into
consideration the regional market sophistication and needs, and complement（and make
necessary adjustments）to our global directive, always keeping in-line with the corporate
strategies and objectives.
In terms of Marketing and Communications, the corporate office defines the
worldwide communications strategy, retaining strict control on corporate image and
oversees global communication campaigns. The regional offices must develop Marketing
and Communications strategies that cater to local preferences and customs. This results in
differences across all of our markets-not simply emerging and mature markets. For
example, the digital behaviour of our customers varies widely across our markets and we
adapt accordingly. In China, we see that customers avidly consume information about
fashion collections and trends across digital media. In fact, Chinese customers have
downloaded our Style App more than any other nationality to date. Additionally, with the
merchandise assortment varying across regions, the marketing strategies must be flexible to
provide the necessary local support. Therefore, coordination between our Merchandising
and Marketing and Communications team is very important to ensure we are effectively
speaking to our customers, while still maintaining a globally consistent brand image.
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7. Directly Operated Boutiques
── I think Gucci increases their directly operated boutiques in global area and
remodel many boutiques aggressively. Do you intend to continue this movement in some
years?
We are a retail company, with more than 75% of our global revenues coming from
our retail network of 429 directly operated boutiques in the world as of year-end 2012. We
plan to continue to invest in our retail network because our stores are ultimately the most
visible and effective communication vehicle with our customers and our sales associates are
the ultimate ambassadors of the brand. Given the crucial role the store plays in
representing the overall brand, it is imperative that each and every store is in-line with the
overall brand image and aesthetic we seek to convey to our customers. For that reason, we
are committed to renovating stores as appropriate.
8. Online Communication
── I think Gucci opened online flagship shop and employed online communica-
tion with their customers positively. In general, it is often said that it is important to
communicate with their customers in their direct operated real shop for Luxury brand. Is
there no risk to use e-commerce in terms of making damage with your brand value? Gucci
transmit the information with SNS like Facebook in a few years. Will you use SNS
aggressively to transmit your information in the future?
We are a company with a deep respect for the past but at the same time with an eye
firmly focused on the future. Gucci was a pioneer in the luxury space when it launched its
US e-commerce site in 2002. We believe that new media and new technologies represent a
valuable complementary communication and business channel for our traditional brick
and mortar retail network. We believe that one of the key factors in our success in reaching
new customers has been the investment we have made in the Internet. Through our own
site, Facebook, Twitter and our own iPad Style Application, we are able to reach a broad
audience in a very direct and content-rich way. This allows us to develop more personal
and responsive relationships with current and prospective consumers. Leveraging new
technologies has also been essential for us to better understand the desires and attitudes of
our customer base through the rich information that we are able to collect through these
mediums, allowing us to be far more responsive to customer needs. Our objective is to
offer the same level of experience to an online customer as we do in our very own brick and
mortar stores. As long as we are able to maintain that standard online, we believe that
leveraging new technologies will continue to allow us to better address our customers and
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serves as a highly useful complement to our more traditional customer tools.
9. Online Store
── Just after Burberry held the 2013 SS collection, they sold the same items with
online store for only a week. Is there the possibility that Gucci will start the same way to
sell your collection items in a few years?
We currently do not have plans to sell our collection in the same way as Burberry,
specifically as it relates to offering products online, and for immediate purchase directly
after the Fashion Show.
Nevertheless, we believe we have much more to offer to our customer, which
ultimately helps us to form a much deeper emotional bond with our clients. Specifically,
the combination of our MTM/MTO product offering and unique brand experiences were
developed to appeal to our clients on a more individual basis, providing tailored（and
sometimes bespoke）experiences that we believe clients appreciate.
Firstly, when it comes to product, we offer MTM（Made to Measure）and MTO
（Made to Order）tailoring programs in not only RTW, but also Leathergoods. These
programs allow us to tailor our product proposition to address the dynamism in market
preferences and client segments, capturing potential growth opportunities（global offer
tailored to local needs).
Secondly, when it comes to service, we offer unique Brand Experiences to our clients
centered on the Fashion Show. Selected clients are flown to Italy to attend the fashion
show, followed by exclusive factory tours that allow them to see products being created
from start to finish, an intimate introduction to our MTM and MTO services, and special
one-to-one appointments with our artisans and master tailors to explore potential one-of-
a─ kind customizations for clients.
We believe creating tailored experiences and product allows clients to feel truly part
of the brand and builds their emotional attachment with all that Gucci stands for.
10. Innovation
── On March, 2012, we had the opportunity to visit your headquarter and
participate in your global store manager meeting to research your brand through your
courtesy for our Waseda university’s research. We heard the word ‘Innovation’ many times
here and there in textile design section, R & D section and artisan section there. Do you
make a point of ‘innovation’ about making a new product?
Behind each and every piece that you see today on the runway-from leather goods to
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shoes, from RTW to silk accessories-you will find exactly the same craftsmanship, passion,
high degree of complexity, research and innovation that has always represented our DNA.
Examples are countless:
─ A jacket: hand-woven with metal eyelets applied one by one.
─ A tote: composed of 200 meters of leather strips（3 working days to make).
─ A crocodile jacket: hand-stained with colored waxes-each piece unique.
─ Dress fully hand embroidered: 2 days to make and 400 hours of embroidery.
Innovation, however, is not limited simply to our products. Innovation is a key word
at Gucci that permeates all that we do. We are not only about tradition and craftsmanship;
we owe a lot of our success to our ability to continuously innovate, in everything we do.
We have a firm eye on the future and as such, a strong commitment to new technologies.
Through in-store initiatives such as the Mobile POS and in-store Business Intelligence, not
only are we setting new frontiers between fashion and technology, but we are also further
enriching the touch points between our customer and the brand, thus growing the
customer’s attachment to the brand. Through the Mobile POS program, sales associates
are able to spend more time on the floor while simultaneously providing clients with
support and assistance. Sales associates have been equipped with personal Apple iPhone 4S
devices on which they can process sales mobily and wirelessly email receipts to their
customers; thus enhancing the customer experience.
Gucci’ s in-store Business Intelligence is an iPhone application given to our sales
associates to provide them with Client Relationship Management and inventory tools
right at their finger tips. This allows sales associates to best serve the customer and tailor
the shopping experience to the customer’ s own preferences and shopping patterns.
Leveraging technology in order to improve the customer in-store experience allows Gucci
to differentiate itself. We are always innovating new ways to put the customer first and
make their experience as seamless and comfortable as possible.
The Gucci Style App is another example of our innovation and how we are defining
the intersection between luxury and technology. The Gucci Style App, launched in August
2011, is a digital shopping magazine that offers editorial content, fashion stories, and
interactive features, to our customers. The App also features the functionality to allow
users to purchase products directly from the iPad, connecting to Gucci’s digital flagship.
Since launching, the Gucci Style App has been heralded as a major breakthrough in the
technological delivery and consumption of fashion, growing Gucci’s relationship with the
new age luxury customer of today, and thus, paving Gucci’s way into the future.
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11. Creative Director
── In my opinion, the Creative Director had a lot of authorities about making a
new product and other all things about design like Tom Ford. However, after my visit to
your company, I had impression that not only a Creative Director, but also textile division,
R & D division, artisan division and foreign MD affect the process of making a new
innovative product. Do you intend to build such a system in your company?
I often say to my people that we have to act like a fast and coordinated army-
meaning that every function, every department, has its specific goal, but we must work
together for the common good, which is to serve the brand and to be a custodian of the
brand itself. At Gucci, the Creative Director certainly has the ultimate authority in terms
of design, but it is a team effort in which inputs from all divisions such as textile, R & D,
merchandising, and regional merchandising are considered to arrive at the best possible
product for our customers.
12. Merchandising
── Generally, Customer behavior is different to some extend in each country.
How often does your company accept the new suggestion about making a new product by
the local country’s MD?
The corporate merchandising team takes regional inputs into account when liaising
with the design team. We like to promote a culture where the voices and considerations of
each division are heard so that the best decision can be made for the brand as a whole.
13. Global Store Manager Meeting in Florence
── I heard that you started holding a 1 week’s global store manager meeting in
Florence every year since you became the Gucci’s CEO. I think you have to spend a large
amount of money to hold this big scale program. Why did you start this program?
I believe sales people are the most important touch point we have with our customers
and as our most important brand ambassadors, they ultimately convey the meaning of the
Gucci brand to the customer. However, how can store associates convey to customers what
Gucci truly means if they themselves do not first develop an appreciation for the brand?
The annual Global Store Manager Meeting is an opportunity for Corporate to transmit to
our sales people an understanding of the essence of the Gucci brand and all that it entails
to best equip them to educate our customers.
Every year, we gather our store managers in Italy and have them attend presentations
given by me, the corporate head of Merchandising, and corporate head of Marketing, in
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which we give them a clear understanding of our key corporate objectives and strategy so
that they feel empowered to be a part of the Gucci story. The event also includes visits to
both our production facility and the Gucci Museum. I believe that the time spent in Italy
as a whole gives store managers a sense for our Italian heritage, the production facility
builds their appreciation for the craftsmanship and quality of our product, and the Gucci
Museum tells the story of our past. Store managers subsequently take this experience back
to each and every Gucci store around the world, equipped to educate first their store
associates on the essence of the Gucci brand and consequently, their customers.
We plan to continue to invest in our store people to empower them to take initiative
to be the best that they can be, while still acting in line with the overall corporate strategy
and with the Gucci brand values. In the future, we are considering moving to a regional
format for the annual meetings in order to reach more store associates as well as to better
address localized concerns and challenges. People are at the core of what we do and
essential to the brand’s long-term sustained success.
14. Iconic Items
── Gucci has many iconic items, for example, Bamboo, Jackie, Horse Bit, Flora and
so on. What do these iconic items mean for Gucci?
The fact that Gucci has many iconic items speaks more to the lasting power of and
appreciation for Gucci products. An iconic product is not created. Rather a beautiful
product is created and over time, as customer appreciation for that product grows, that
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item grows to iconic status and thus, an icon is born. An icon is a timeless product that
stays relevant no matter what the fashion trends. Gucci has throughout the years produced
many beautiful products that have gone on to achieve iconic status and become symbols of
the brand. Each one of our icons has a rich and storied past. We revive our icons to remind
customers of that rich and storied past and to give them the opportunity to be a part of the
Gucci heritage.
To highlight the emphasis we place on our icons, we created the Icon Club, which is
a program that welcomes all clients owning an Icon, such as the Jackie, the new Bamboo,
or the Men’s Horse Bit Loafer. The intent behind the program was to reinforce our
heritage and transmit to customers the pride associated with owning a Gucci Icon. The
program offers clients a series of exclusive offerings as well as extensive education on the
history and craftsmanship that goes into each one of our icons, so that the celebration of
our icons can continue even after the client has left the store. Whether it is the Jackie or
the Flora or the Horse Bit, each iconic item represents a part of Gucci’s identity and
history that we want to pass on to each new generation of Gucci customers.
15. Bamboo Laboratory
──We had the opportunity to visit the bamboo laboratory. Why have you set up
such a unique laboratory? When was this laboratory set up?
The bamboo is one of the most recognizable Gucci icons with a very unique history
that speaks to Gucci’s long-standing focus on innovation. In 1947, given the wartime
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shortage of leather and metals, our craftsmen ingeniously came up with the innovative idea
to use bamboo from Japan, softened by flame and curved them into a U shape. The
‘Bamboo Bag’ ─ the shape inspired by the side of a saddle-became the favorite accessory of
many eminent personalities of the time including Queen Federica of Greece, Grace Kelly,
Elizabeth Taylor and Deborah Kerr, as well as Michelangelo Antonioni, a renowned film
director who used it in his films on a number of occasions. This iconic product, brought
back to the runway, a centerpiece of our advertising campaign and that you find in our
stores, is still comprised of over 140 pieces, and it has the same spirit as the past-with the
highest possible craftsmanship. But it has been made more modern, with new functions
and new variations created to satisfy the diverse needs of the consumers of today.
Selected press and VIP clients are allowed to observe demonstrations of the bamboo
bending process. We believe this demonstration speaks to the outstanding know-how and
savoir faire of our artisans, and the unique history of the bamboo encapsulates the long-
standing values of the Gucci brand.
16. Gucci Museo
── You established a Gucci Museo in Florence at Gucci’s 90th anniversary. Why
did you found one of the biggest museums in luxury brand’s museums?
We believed that the Gucci Museo was an ideal way to share with the world our very
rich and storied past. While we certainly have a long and rich history to draw upon, Frida
and I both wanted to give the Museum a dynamic and interactive flair, rather than having
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a traditional museum concept that primarily promotes a nostalgic celebration. Our aim
was to create a destination experience where people can appreciate and enjoy our history,
but at the same time understand how innovative and alive Gucci is today. We decided to
establish the museum in Florence as a tribute to our hometown and to our Italian heritage.
Although Gucci is a truly international brand today, we absolutely remain a Florentine
success story. We owe much of our success to the traditions, skills and innovation of our
local artisans who proudly represent the values of the Made in Italy label. We are extremely
grateful to the City of Florence for its enthusiastic support in permitting us to locate the
museum within such a historically important building in the heart of Florence.
17. CSR
── Your company carried out many concrete measures about CSR a head of the
other luxury brand companies. What is your company’s purpose for it?
While Gucci certainly stands for quality, creativity, and Italian artisanal
craftsmanship, social responsibility is another key pillar of our core brand values. Gucci
believes in the importance of responsibility towards people, the environment, and the
communities in which it operates. Corporate citizenship is a fundamental part of the
mission and operating philosophy of the company with a particular focus on sustainability.
As part of our commitment to social responsibility, we founded Chime for Change
this year, which is a new campaign joining the growing international women’s movement.
It serves to convene, unite and strengthen the voices speaking out for girls and women
around the world. Gucci recognizes the significance of this moment in the history of
women’s and girls’ empowerment, and sees the capacity that it has as a globally influential
brand to facilitate a coalition of organizations and individuals to support, promote and
celebrate the existing momentum, in order to effect real change. Gucci has a long history of
engagement on women’ s issues, including a seven-year relationship with UNICEF in
support of girls’ education; the Spotlighting Women Documentary Award with the
Tribeca Film Institute; and the Gucci Award for Women in Cinema with the Venice Film
Festival.
Gucci’s commitment to CSR can also be seen through some of our latest innovations
focused on creating sustainable and eco-friendly products so as not to damage the
environment around us. For example, we have produced a new range of eyewear that is
100% bio-based and is made entirely from liquid wood, which is composed of all natural,
organic elements, as opposed to plastic. Eco-friendly eyewear packaging is another we have
spearheaded given our longstanding commitment to CSR. The new cases were designed in
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a foldable format that will reduce stocking space, which in turn will limit the weight and
number of loads to be shipped and help reduce CO2 emissions by 60%. Additionally, with
each purchase a customer receives a leaflet with instructions for returning the case and an
envelope printed with the address of a recycling center, where it will be recycled.
While being responsible certainly comes at a cost and might not directly translate
into profit, we believe that being true to our values-even those that customers might not
directly see-is a long term game. Eventually customers will recognize and reward Gucci for
staying true to its values and standing for something meaningful. Already in the post-
recession world of today, customers are increasingly concerned about buying products
from a brand with which they can identify, a brand which they respect, and a brand which
represents values that speak to them. Gucci is that brand and it is unique in being so.
18. Collaboration
── You have had many collaboration projects the past few years. You collaborated
with Fiat, Bianchi, Japanese artist ‘Hirohiko Araki’ and so on. Will you continue to
collaborate with the different industrial companies and some artists?
We are always open to collaboration. The key consideration, however, is to
collaborate with a partner that is a legitimate leader in its respective industry and shares
with us a set of common values in terms of quality and respect for the customer.
19. Competitor
── What company is a competitor for Gucci? What is the difference between
Gucci and the competitors?
The 50s to 70s represent the golden era of the Gucci brand. Gucci in those years was
without a doubt the quintessential expression of Italian luxury with a product offering
perfectly balanced between high craftsmanship and fashion forwardness. Our products
（extremely innovative and fashionable for the times）were embraced by actors, actresses,
royals, musicians, celebrities-those who we would now call the style leaders. Somewhere
along the way, however, Gucci lost its way. In the 80s, Gucci’s brand positioning suffered
due to rampant family in-fighting and poor decision making that compromised the quality
of our product offering. Gucci in this period was reduced to occupying a mass market
positioning. The 90s brought about a change under the strategic and creative direction of
Domenico De Sole and Tom Ford, who revived the brand as a RTW fashion authority.
Although Gucci ascended as a fashion authority in the 90s ready-to-wear market, its brand
value concurrently plummeted in the leather goods business. Gucci’s leather goods business
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largely consisted of entry level-priced, logo fabric products that appealed to an aspirational
clientele.
My challenge when I arrived in 2009 was to restore Gucci to the Gucci of years past-
the quintessential made-in-Italy, premium luxury brand-leveraging our rich heritage and
Florentine roots. In just 3 short years, we have been able to elevate customer perceptions of
the brand through our upgraded product offer, the revival of many of our Iconic products
thanks to Frida, refocused communication efforts, and a shift in our design aesthetic to
one that has a dual soul-sexy and fashionable but also artisanal.
Over the past three years, the Gucci positioning has come to consist of the following:
（1）we are very much about being cool（fashion, glam, red carpet, jet-set）;（2）we are
also very much about craftsmanship（over 90-year old company, authentic craftsmanship,
made in Italy, superior quality）; and（3）perhaps most uniquely, we are one of the few
companies in the industry that is truly responsible（towards people, environment and
culture). No other single brand can legitimately claim such a unique combination of these
three elements. On paper, we have all the elements to stand out from the competition in a
highly aggressive and crowded luxury landscape. However, the challenge that remains is to
continue to convey to the consumers the uniqueness and the difference of our brand’s
proposition.
20. Japanese Brands
── There are some famous fashion designer’s company and some traditional brand
in Japan. I think many foreign customers appreciate Japanese high technique and quality
product, but only a few companies succeed in global market. How these Japanese
companies become global companies like Gucci?
Many great niche Japanese brands such as Kenzo, Comme des Garcons, and Yogi
Yamamoto have created a place for themselves in the global market through their creative
designs and avant garde aesthetic. For other Japanese brands to enjoy similar global success,
it requires a lot of time, consistent effort 24 and investment, and most of all-a clear
understanding of the brand’s proposition. For a brand to become respected and truly a
global player, it must operate always with the utmost integrity to its stated brand values
and proposition.
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